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Introduction
PROJECT HISTORY
• Nov 2016 – Strategic Planning with Washington Winegrowers &
Stakeholder Committee facilitated by SureHarvest: Outcome revise Vinewise® published in 2004
• Sept 2017 - Washington Winegrowers received USDA Block
Grant from Washington State to revise Vinewise®
• Fall 2017 - Washington Winegrowers licensed SureHarvest
Sustainability MIS software platform for managing Vinewise®
• December 2017 - Washington Winegrowers contract with with
SureHarvest to facilitate revision of Vinewise®

Where did the Vinewise® Model Come
From?
FARM*A*SYST PROGRAM IN WISCONSIN
• 1998 Lodi Winegrape Commission’s Sustainable Winegrowing
Program was looking for model for a self-assessment workbook
• Found Farm*A*Syst in Madison, WI
• FAS developed a unique self-assessment workbook model
• Goals of the model matched LWC’s needs; a tool for:
 Identifying BMPs currently being used
 Identifying practices where improvements can be made
 Creating an action plan to improve practices
• LWC Published Lodi Winegrowers Workbook in December 1999
• Model used by CA, WA and NY for their workbooks

What is the Vinewise® Model?

Increasing Sustainability

Why I like the model?
SEVERAL IMPORTANT ADVANTAGES
• Anyone can participate no matter how they farm
• A tool that can be used to meet the challenges sustainable
winegrowing presents for growers and regional programs
• Creates permanent record of all the practices used in vineyard
– a detailed snapshot in time

• Clear path for improvement for each criteria
• Data can be anonymously aggregated for sustainability
reporting for a group

Vinewise® Revision Process
• Practices in Vinewise® compared to those in other winegrape
self-assessments – i.e., a gap analysis
• Review gap analysis with Washington wine industry
stakeholder committee to identify gaps to fill
• Fill practice gaps and revise and strengthen original Vinewise ®
criteria
• Identify Criteria to provide education content for
• Review revised Vinewise® with stakeholder committee
• Create final draft of revised Vinewise® based on review
• Draft educational content for selected Vinewise® Criteria and
review with stakeholder committee
• Review and approve final Vinewise® revision with stakeholder
committee

Vinewise® Gap Analyses vs Other SelfAssessments
SELF ASSESSMENTS INCLUDED IN GAP ANALYSES
• Lodi Winegrower’s Workbook (2008 edition)
• VineBALANCE (2009 Edition; New York wine industry selfassessment workbook)
• California Code of Sustainable Winegrowing (2012 edition;
certified by California Sustainable Winegrowing Alliance)
• Lodi Rules for Sustainable Winegrowing (2012 edition; certified
by Protected Harvest)
• Sustainability in Practice (2013 edition; certified by The Vineyard
Team; California Central Coast)
• LIVE (2013 edition; Low Input Viticulture; certified by the
International Organization of Biological Control)
• Long Island Sustainable Winegrowing (2013 edition; certified by
the Sustainable Winegrowers of Long Island)

Vinewise® Gap Analyses Process
• Practices in all 7 self-assessments were reviewed and classified
into:
 12 process areas (e.g., Viticulture, Business Mgt., Pest Mgt.,
HR)
 73 subprocess areas (e.g., insect mgt., vineyard floor mgt.,
nutrition mgt., irrigation system)
 133 practices areas (mostly individual practices, some a set
of closely linked practices)

• 133 practice areas comprehensively cover all aspects of growing
winegrapes
• Practices included in each of the 4 Vinewise® categories for
each Criterion were compared to the 133 practice areas

Vinewise® Gap Analyses Results
• Practices in Vinewise® Criteria aligned with 55 of the 133
practice areas
• 76 practice areas were not addressed by any Vinewise®
practices
• 2 practice areas are not relevant to Washington winegrapegrowing
• No self-assessment addresses all 133 practice areas
• Stakeholder committee identified 56 of the 76 identified gaps to
fill by the revision of Vinewise®

Vinewise® Revision – Practices
• The 56 practice gaps were filled by:
 Revising some of the original 56 Vinewise® Criteria
 Creating 20 new Criteria – now a total of 76 Criteria
• Original 56 Vinewise® Criteria were clarified and strengthened
• Educational content was created for 46 Vinewise® Criteria
• Website links to important resources were added to many of the
Vinewise® Criteria
• Revised Vinewise® was installed into the on-line software
platform Sustainability MIS

Vinewise® Revision – Metrics Questions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Annual water use (gals or acre inches/acre)
Annual nitrogen application (lbs/acre)
Annual potassium application (lbs/acre)
Annual phosphorus application (lbs/acre)
Fuel use (by type – gals/acre)
Electrical use (e.g., for pumping) (kW/acre)
% organic matter in vineyard soil

Vinewise® Software Platform – Benefits
• Ensures data integrity enabling statistically valid data
aggregation for grouped vineyards
• Assessment reports available for growers when meeting with
Winery staff
• Cloning function speeds up assessment of multiple vineyards
managed the same or from one year to the next
• Educational content and resource links appear with a Criterion
(content in context), and can easily be updated

Vinewise® Educational Content & Resources

Vinewise® Software Platform – Benefits
• Ensures data integrity enabling statistically valid data
aggregation for grouped vineyards
• Assessment reports available for growers when meeting with
Winery staff
• Cloning function speeds up assessment of multiple vineyards
managed the same or from one year to the next
• Educational content and resource links appear with a Criterion
(content in context), and can easily be updated
• Growers can compare their performance against peers
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Why is the New, Revised Vinewise® Important?
IT IS A TOOL FOR MEETING THE THREE CHALLENGES
PRESENTED BY SUSTAINABLE WINEGROWING
1. Defining it:
• How can I do it if I can’t define it?
• What is the scope of the definition?
• There is no universally accepted definition
2. Implementing it:
• What can I do on my farm that is sustainable?
• How do we extend it to an entire sector/region?
3. Measuring it:
• Tracking practices & performance – where am I at?
• Where is the Washington wine industry at?

Why Should I Use Vinewise® – What is in it for
me as a member of WA wine community?
DATA IS POWER
• The Washington wine industry can tell its story with real data
(anonymous aggregated self-assessment data)
• Washington wine industry can track and report on improvements
over time
• Wine companies can tell their story with real data and track and
report on improvements over time
• Grower can use it as a point of differentiation

Why Should I Use Vinewise® – What is in it for
me as a grower?

Vinewise® is a tool
A TOOL IS VALUABLE ONLY IF IT IS USED!

Viewing Sustainable Winegrowing as a
Continuum
Using Vinewise® to move along continuum
Less Sustainable

More Sustainable

• Goal is to move along continuum over time
• Sustainable winegrowing is a journey not a destination

